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In 1791* when President George Washington selected a site for a
national capital on the Potomac River, below the small port of Georgetown,
some Negroes were already living in the ten-mile square newly ceded to the
United States by Maryland and Virginia. Most of the Negro people were
slaves owned by the proprietors of the tobacco plantations, farms, and
woodlands that occupied the countryside. A few free Negroes may have
lived in Georgetown or the surrounding areas, but no Blacks owned any of
the ground within the area where the new city was to rise.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century the District of Columbia
was organized in three sections. There was the inner city of Washington,
itself, predominately white Georgetown, and Washington County which
encompassed the area beyond the Eastern Branch, and all above Washington's
present-day Florida Avenue and Georgetown's present-day R Street. The
total population of the District of Columbia in 1800 was 14,093* with the
majority of Blacks living in the inner city and in Georgetown. In the
District, the total white population was 10,266, with the inner city popu
lation 2,464 and that of Georgetown 3»399, while that of Washington County
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was 941. The Black population was divided between free Negroes and the
slaves. In the District of Columbia there was a total of 783 free
Negroes, with the Inner city having 123 and Georgetown having 277* Out
of the total slave population of 3,244, the Inner city had 623 and the
section of Georgetown had a population of 1,449.
The slave trade existed legally In the District until 1850, while
slavery itself continued until halted by Congressional action in 1862.
The operation of this extensive trading in the nation's capital brought
some ill-fame to the District. Because of its location, the District of
Columbia served as a natural outlet for both the coastwise slave ships
and the overland coffles and it was rightly called the very seat and center
of the domestic slave traffic. The District served as depot for the pur
chases of interstate traders, who combed Maryland and northern Virginia
for slaves. The "peculiar institution" in the District had all the simi
larities of slavery in the lower slave states. Black Codes were also used
to keep the slaves under control and to discourage the entrance of free
Blacks.2
By i860 there were 11,131 free Negroes in the District compared to
only 3*185 slaves. The free Negroes were of several classes: those whose
ancestors had never been slaves, such as descendents of indentured servants;
those who had bought their own freedom, or whose kinsmen had bought it for
them; and those who were successful runaways.
The county of Washington reports evidence of a Black population in
1820, at which time the free Negro group numbered 168 and the slave popu
lation numbered 1,047. Ibid., p. 33, passim.
John H. Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom: A History of Negro
Americans (New York: Random House, 1969)1 PP. 185-214, passim.
^Federal Writers' Project, Works Progress Administration, Washington
City and Capital (Washington, D. C.t United States Government Printing
urnce, W5I), p. 71.
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Regulations affecting free Negroes were added by the District's
Common Council to the slave codes. Every free Negro was required: (1)
to give the mayor satisfactory evidence of freedom plus fifty dollars
for himself, and fifty dollars for each member of his family; (2) to post
a bond for one-thousand dollars and to secure five white guarantors of
good behavior. It was necessary to show manumission papers in order to
remain free; even so, gangs bent on kidnapping could and frequently did
seize and destroy them. No Negro, slave or free, could testify against
whites. Meetings for any other than fraternal and religious purposes were
forbidden. Negro preachers were banned as a result of the Nat Turner
rebellion of 1331 •
Occupations of the free Negroes included working as barbers, porters,
bootblacks, waiters, skilled carpenters, bricklayers, shoemakers, stone
masons, wheelwrights, blacksmiths, plasterers, printers, cabinet makers,
cab drivers, draymen; in dressmaking, laundry work, nursing, and general
housework. Some were owners of slaves, usually kinsmen of wealthier
Negroes, while still others were employed as caterers and cooks. However,
they too had to be registered and had to have a certificate of freedom.
The total white community of the District was not in favor of the
continuance of the slave-trade or the institution of slavery itself. Many
felt that slavery was morally wrong and they were embarrassed at the trans
action of the trade being conducted in the nation's capital. Many Washing-
tonians were repelled by the transaction and felt that the traffic in
human beings was disgraceful to their character as citizens. Some govern
ment officials worried about the effects it would have on foreign ministers
I*
witnessing the slave-trade.1 However, white reaction to the Negro popu
lation before the Civil War was mixed. Some made every effort to dis
courage free Blacks from entering the District. Others saw that there
were different classes of Blacks, and they were able to tolerate the
upper and middle classes of Blacks who were respectful and law-abiding.
Yet, laws were passed by the City Council that limited the free Blacks'
movement and denied them property and business ownership.
It was inevitable that prior to the Civil War, a self-reliant Black
community would emerge. As a result of discrimination and segregation,
Negroes began to organize their own churches, organizations, and schools.
As early as 1818, Blacks organized the Resolute Beneficial Society. This
was a mutual-aid group formed initially to provide health and burial bene
fits, but which used most of its funds to open a school for Negro chil
dren.2 Prior to this date, in 1807, three illiterate Blacks set about
providing a school for Negro children. They built a small frame schooi-
house in Northwest Washington and engaged a white man as an instructor.
With the coming of the Civil War, the District of Columbia furnished
to the Union forces 3,629 Black troops and 13,265 whites. With the close
of the Civil War and Reconstruction, changes took place. During the war
there was a question of the contrabands of war. In April of 1862, a
congressional act emancipated the 3,100 slaves owned by the District citi-
zens. The act insured owners compensation and included a provision for
colonizing freedmen outside of the United States. However, emancipation




brought a negative response from the white community who visualized the
District becoming an asylum for the free Negro because of its location
between two slave states.
The problem of contrabands constituted a grave problem for the
District. One proposed way out was colonization. President Lincoln
favored this, and Congress appropriated funds for transportation to Liberia
or Haiti. Several hundred former slaves were shipped to the Island of
Vache, Haiti. But when their plight became desperate, a warship was sent
after them. Upon their return, they were settled in Arlington in a place
known as ••Freedmen's Village", very near a tract left by George Washington
Parke Curtis to his Negro daughter, Maria Syphax. Appeals were made to
encourage Negroes to migrate in mass to sections further north, or to
return to the plantations in the south. But the majority chose to remain
2
in Washington.
The first contrabands during the war were housed in the old "Brick
Capitol", on the site of the present Supreme Court Building. They were
then moved to what was Duff-Green's Row, east of the Capital. They were
housed in numerous barracks in Washington and Alexandria. Two hundred
tenements were set up at Campbell Hospital. Many Negroes settled in the
neighborhoods of the forts. In the main, however, philanthropic efforts
did not prove equal to the housing shortage.
Real estate agents floated a project that resulted in Washington's
notorious "alley system", under which lots were divided and the rear
portions sold separately. The first of the ill-fated alleys was laid out
^Federal Writers' Project, Washington. City and Capital, p. 71;
Green, Secret City, p. 58.
2Ibid., pp. 7W5.
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in 1867. By 1897 there was three hundred and thirty-three alleys,
inhabited by approximately 19,000 people, more than three-fourths of them
Negroes. Shacks costing as little as ten dollars proved highly profitable
investments. Here, in these disease-infested sties, ex-slaves got their
first taste of freedom. Negro communities had such suggestive names as
Goose Level, Vinegar Hill, Froggy or Foggy Bottom, Hell's Bottom, Swampoodie,
and Bioodfieid. Cowtown, so called because outside of the city proper, cows
and hogs and chickens ranged at will on sidewalks and streets, was the
present Barry Place. Of a somewhat higher level were the communities
across the Anacostia River. They included the following: The Flats,
Hiiisdale, Barry Farms, (an earlier settlement of race-conscious slaves),
Stantonstown, Garfieid; those in the northeast at Benning and Burrviiie;
and Brightwood, in the vicinity of Fort Stevens and Fort Slocum. George
town had its share of the oldest inhabitants. Other propserous Negroes
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were scattered in almost all of the quiet residential sections.
There was little employment to be found for the new arrivals, chiefly
a manual labor force, in a governmental city. People began to forage out
of garbage bends and dumps while some took to pilfering. The rate of crime
rose, especially crimes of violence which were frequent. Illegitimacy
was common and health conditions were wretched. The death rate in 1891
for Negroes was nearly double that for whites.3
Some relief was found in the activities of the Freedmen's Bureau,





and schools. These waged a determined, though hard-pressed battle,
against prejudice, poverty, and ignorance. Freedmen's Bureau exerted
its greatest influence in the establishing of Freedmen's Hospital, Howard
University, and a number of schools for Negroes that eventually became a
part of the city school system. Some of the officials of the Bureau were
connected with the Freedmen's Savings and Trust Company which, contrary
to the opinions of some, was never controlled by Blacks. With its central
bank in Washington, and thirty-four branches in the south, it received in
the aggregated deposits amounting to $57,000,000 from more than 70,000
depositors, chiefly Black.1 However, funds from the federal government
along with the taxes from the citizens, were to be the financial aid for
these contrabands.
Earlier, in the 1830's and 1840's, different class distinctions among
the Black residents in the District appeared. Those Blacks who were
employed in the federal government as clerks or messengers, teachers, and
members of the old-established families of the area formed an upper stratum.
During the post-war years, this upper stratum of the Negro community
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struggled to preserve its position as best it could.
For many years after the Civil War, Washington was said to have the
most distinguished and brilliant assemblage of Negroes in the world. Many
of the Black congressmen from all parts of the country remained in Washing
ton or returned to Washington to accept federal appointments or to set up
their own future. Joseph Hayne Rainey, Republican congressman from South
'ibid., p. 76; Green, Secret City, p. 58; Washington Bee, May 10,
1884.
26reen, Secret City, p. 65.
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Carolina in 1870, returned to South Carolina after his terra and served as
a special agent to the Treasurer of South Carolina, but later returned to
Washington in 1881 to run a banking and brokerage business until shortly
before his death. Henry P. Cheatham, congressman from North Carolina,
1889-1903, became Recorder of Deeds in the District. John R. Lynch from
Mississippi, who served in three Congresses, was fourth auditor of the
United States Treasury and Paymaster of United States during the Spanish-
American War. Blanche Bruce, senator from Mississippi (1875-1881) and
register of the United States Treasury under Presidents Garfield and
McKinley, served as a trustee of the public schools of the District from
1890 to 1897 and on the Board of Trustees of Howard University from 189**
until his death in 1398.
Members of some antebellum Washington families, free before the
emancipation of the District, continued to play active roles in District
affairs. Dr. Furman Shadd (Howard University, A.B. 1875* M.A. I878,
M.D. 1881) served on the faculty of the University from I885 to 1908.
His daughter Harriet Shadd Butcher was a granddaughter of Montgomery Parke
and Harriet Bruce, free Blacks married in Washington in I85O. She taught
history at Howard University (1905-06) and at M Street High School (after
1916 Dunbar High School) from 1906 until 1923.3
Francis Cardozo moved to Washington from South Carolina in 1877.
Cardozo received his education at the University of South Carolina, Uni
versity of Glasgow and the Presbyterian Theological Seminaries in Edinburgh
Lexixia Brown and Elsie Lewis, Washington in the New Era 1870-1970




and London. In Washington he taught Latin at Howard University from 1884
to 1903 and worked in the Post Office Department. He was principal of
the Colored Public School from 1884-1903. Later in 1928 Cardozo Business
High School was named in honor of Francis Cardozo.
William Syphax (1825-1891) moved to the District of Columbia from
Virginia. He became the first president of the Board of Trustees of the
Colored Public Schools of Washington serving from 1868 to I87I. Syphax
moved to the District when he was eleven years old and became a prominent
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individual in the life of the affairs of Washington. Frederick Douglass,
most prominent Black man of his day, came to Washington to edit the New
National Era, a Black newspaper. After his house in Rochester, New York,
burned in the summer of 1872, he thought of himself as a permanent Wash
ington resident.
The reputation was sustained by cultural societies such as the Second
Baptist Lyceum, the Congressional Lyceum, Bethel Literary Society, and the
Lotus Club. These literary and prominent social clubs were formed with
membership restricted to leading Afro-Americans. The National Negro
Academy had upon its rosters such scholars as W. E. B. Du Bois, of Atlanta;
the Grimke brothers, W. S. Scarborough, T. W. Cromwell, and Kelly Miller.
At the close of the century Paul L. Dunbar, best-known Negro writer, lived
in Washington. From 1897 to I898 he was an assistant to another Afro-
American, Daniel Murray, who held a high place in the Congressional Library.
1Ibid., pp. 12-13.
2Dr. Burke Syphax, descendent of William Syphax, private interview held
in Washington, D. C, June 2, 1972.
3Brown and Lewis. Washington in the New Era 1870-1970* p. 13.
^Constance M. Green, Washington: Capital City. 1879-1950 (2 vois:
Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 19&3J, "» P« 78.
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Will Marion Cook, distinguished musician collaborator with Ounbar in such
musical shows as "Clorindy" and "In Dahomey" was for a number of years a
resident of Washington.
There was some economic advancement in the Black community, and edu
cated Blacks seemed to fare well. Some of them obtained governmental
clerkships or teaching posts in the public schools; a few were barbers,
cobblers, grocers, dry-goods merchants, artisans, contractors, real-estate
operators, hucksters, market vendors, saloonkeepers, and hotel keepers.
Others inherited property, made prudent investments, and became prosperous.
Black firemen were appointed on a full-time basis in 1870, while Black
policemen had been on the force since the Metropolitan police was organized
in the 1860's. Other Blacks had small businesses catering mostly to
Black customers, but attracting some white customers. Some found employ
ment as hack drivers, barbers, and dressmakers.
Employment always posed problems for Blacks in Washington. Industry
never developed in the Capital as some of its early promoters had hoped.
Most of the jobs open to Blacks were as clerks, salesmen, laborers, and
servants. The water, gas, and electrical companies hired few Blacks, and
the exclusion of Black workers from most unions meant that opportunities
were limited in construction and in municipal services. The federal govern
ment provided some employment for Blacks throughout the District's history,
particularly in poorly paid menial tasks. Only occasionally in the civil
service did Blacks obtain jobs with rank and substance. Henry Edward
Baker became an assistant examiner in the United States Patent Office
where he gathered Information for his studies, "The Colored Inventor; A
Record of Fifty Years" and his four-volume The Negro Patentees of the
the United States 1834-1900* Baker, the first Black to enter the United
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States Naval Academy (1875) and a graduate of the Law Department of Howard
University (1881), also served as a director of the Capitol Savings Bank,
secretary of Industrial Building and Savings Company, and was active in
movements to open business opportunities for his race. Andrew Franklin
Hi Iyer, a government employee at the close of the nineteenth century, also
promoted Negro business. For a number of years he published a directory
of Black businesses in Washington and gathered members for his Union
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League to press for job opportunities for young Blacks.
Of all the Black businesses of the nineteenth century James Wormiey's
hotel was the most widely known. Wormley (1820-1884) was born in Wash
ington to a prominent free Negro family who had migrated to the District
from Virginia. He served as steward in the Metropolitan Club before going
into business for himself after the Civil War. He opened the Wormley
Hotel in 1871 at the corner of 15th and H Streets, N. W. and was a charter
member of the Washington Chamber of Commerce. His attention to detail and
concern for his guests' comfort brought many compliments from European
travellers, who generally thought American hotel accommodations unsatis
factory. Wormiey's Hotel, opened to Black and white alike, was the scene
of many fashionable parties and dinners at which top government officials
and diplomats gathered. Charles Sumner was a frequent patron and close
friend of Wormley. Indicative of his status, Wormley was chosen, along
with Frederick Douglass, Robert Purvis, and a Seftate committee to accompany
Vice-President Henry Wilson's body home after his death in 1875.
'Brown and Lewis, Washington in the New Era 1870-1970» p. 19.
2Ibid.
^Dr. Stanley Wormley, private interview, descendent of James Wormley,
Washington, D. C, May, 1973*
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John R. Pinkett, Incorporated, was the first Negro-owned business to
have full agency representation of old-stock insurance companies and the
first to manage a large number of multiple apartment buildings. Such
other insurance ventures as the True Reformers, the Southern Aid Society
of Virginia, and the North Carolina Mutual had been restricted principally
to handling the business of Black owned companies.
The social life of the Afro-American community varied. There were
many Negro lodges that were mutual benevolent societies. One function was
to provide for burying purposes and services. Membership in these lodges
and societies constituted the majority of the District's Negroes. One
Washington journalist, Frank Carpenter, found this membership of Blacks
in burial societies to be a curious custom, in that apparently the main
purpose of these organizations was to assure proper ceremony at funerals.
The Afro-American, it is alleged, appeared to be able to contemplate death
with more equanimity and even satisfaction if he could be assured that "a
long line of mourners in gold attire" would parade behind his coffin to
the strains of a band. So the Negro joined one or more of these burial
societies whose high-sounding names truly were impressive. They included
"The Sons and Daughters of Gethsemane", "The Most Devoted Brethren and
Sisters of the Star of Bethlehem", and "The Ancient and Honorable Order of
the Galieiean Fisherman". The annual dues paid for the elaborate funeral
regalia and for the ritual lodge meetings, which were held regularly. These
burial society's payments seemed to take precedence over other payments
for fear of spoiling the big time one visualized at his funeral. Pro
cedures for the funerals were elaborate. Funerals were usually held on
1Brown and Lewis, Washington in the New Era 1870-1970, pp. 19-21
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Sundays because it was the time when most Negroes were free to march and
to watch. The procession was usually a gaily dressed parade followed by
brass bands. The members of the deceased's society or societies were
dressed in gold lace and white plumed hats. The entire membership was
there, for failure to appear meant a large fine, and no excuse except
illness or work prevailed. Often the departed was kept from his final
resting place longer than usually practiced in order that he might have
the prestige of a full Sunday procession.
A small core of Negro leaders in the District actively supported the
antebellum Negro Convention Movement. At the first meeting of the group
in Philadelphia no delegates from the District attended, but William
Jackson, Arthur Waring, and Issac Carey constituted the District Pro
visional Committee to assist the agent in collecting funds for the plan
ned school for free Negroes at New Haven. Wi1liam Wormley was appointed
a vice-president of the association from the District and John W. Prout
was made corresponding secretary for the District of Columbia. At the
third convention in 1833, no delegates from the District attended again,
but Arthur Waring was designated vice-president for the District, and John
F. Cook, the corresponding secretary. James H. Fleet, and John F. Cook,
and Augustus Price attended the Fifth Annual Meeting of the Convention
of the Free People of Color. Fleet was elected a vice-president of the
convention. Augustus Price offered the motion which initiated the American
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Moral Reform Society. At this convention, James H. Fleet seconded a
Frank G. Carpenter, Carp's Washington (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., I960), pp. 240-IJ57
^Letitia Woods Brown, Free Negroes in the District of Columbia 1790-
1846 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1972), p. 1 <f1.
motion by Junius Morel 1 that a committee inquire into the expediency of
devising ways and means by which Negro students of medicine might obtain
a regular diploma.
The District Negro community followed the general stand of free
Negroes against the plans of the Colonization Society. However, despite
urging from the Alexandria and Washington chapters against the project,
109 emigrants in all went out from the District of Liberia project and
only sixty-five of these went by 1846. The largest number, thirty-seven,
went out on the Argus in December I833. The Colonization Society offi
cials had high praise for the quality of Washington emigrants, but the
free Negro residents of the nation's capital saw his destiny in the land
of his birth.
In the post-Civil War years conventions of elders and bishops made
Washington their Mecca. The Emancipation Day ceremonies were for a long
time popular turnouts, until rivalries terminated them. Presidential
inaugural balls for Negroes were held on March 5, after the official
ball. These caused some dissension between groups claiming to represent
Negro Washington. Banquets were numerous in the dozens of hotels, buffet-
cafes, and saloons. Churches and clubs had frequent excursions down the
river to Marshall Hall, Notley Hall, and Chapel Point. There was a flam
boyant sporting life. Giants like heavyweight John L. Sullivan or Issac
Murphy, noted Black jockey of the eighties, or Major Taylor, Black cham
pion bicycle racers of the world, offered Washington's Negro audience
2lbid.
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events or occasion for recreation in sporting events.'
There was interest in drama by the Black community, and musicals were
very popular. A Negro opera company founded in 1872 gave several per
formances at Ford's Theatre. The biggest musical event in years was the
first a11-B1ack oratorio, "Emmanuel", directed by a Professor J. Henry
Lewis. He trained a chorus of seventy for "A Mammoth Cake Walk and
Jubilee Entertainment in Convention Hall." The Fisk Jubilee Singers and
other school choruses sang in Washington to raise funds for their insti
tutions. Among the local musical organizations were the Dvorak Musical
Association, the Amphion Glee Club, the Washington Permanent Chorus,
and the Georgetown Musical Association.2 As early as 1872 the Colored
Opera Company was formed with John Esputa as musical director. In Febru
ary of 1873 they gave "The Doctor of Alcantra" at Lincoln Hall. The most
memorable performance by a Washington group was Samuel Coleridge-Taylor's
"Hiawatha" trilogy given by the Coleridge-Taylor Society in 1903. The
Society was formed at the suggestion of Mrs. Andrew F. Hi Iyer, who had met
the Anglo-African composer in London in 1901. The Society performed
excerpts from the trilogy at its first concert in April 1903. Coleridge-
Taylor musical groups were formed in many cities, and concerts of the
composer's works were frequently given.^
In 1870 the District had city governments and white school boards for
'Federal Writers' Project, Washington City and Capital, p. 79.
2Ibid., p. 80.
3Brown and Lewis, Washington in the New Era 1870-1970* p. 35.
Sbid.
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Georgetown and Washington, a county government for the rest of the Dis
trict, a "colored11 school board, a police force, courts, jails, public
utilities and health facilities operated by a variety of authorities.
Some residents saw a solution of the District's problems in an elected
government for the entire District of Columbia. Others recommended that
Congress assume full control of the District's government to put an end to
the wrangling over finances between city government and Congress. Some in
the District and in Congress were eager to "prove11 Negro suffrage a mis
take. They urged that all voting be eliminated. The bill finally passed
by Congress on February 21, 1971 and organized a territorial government for
the District. The President was to appoint a governor and an eleven-man
upper Council; local citizens, Black and white, were to elect the twenty-
two member House of Delegates and a nonvoting delegate to the House of
Representatives.'
Blacks served in the last City Council under the old form of govern
ment, and President Grant appointed three Black men to the new Governor's
Council: Frederick Douglass; John A. Gray, a caterer; and Adoiphus Hall,
a miller. The Reverend James A. Handy, a bishop of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church, and Solomon Brown, a government clerk, were elected to
the House of Delegates. John Mercer Langston was appointed legal counsel
to the new Board of Health. The District Board of Health, on which Langston
served for seven years, introduced public health measures in the District
and collected vital statistics pinpointing local health problems. Officials
pressed for improvement in city sanitation and warned of the dangers to the
1Ibid., p. 3.
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entire community of the crowded, substandard living conditions in its
poorer section.
Blacks had been a minority in the old Washington City Council, and
none had served in Georgetown. Their numbers were even smaller in the
new territorial government, but their influence help make the climate more
favorable to further local legislation for equal treatment of Blacks. In
1869 the City Council passed an ordinance making it unlawful for any place
of public amusement, whether for lectures, concerts, days, exhibitions,
circuses, or other licensed entertainment, to make distinctions based on
race or color. The Council in March 1870 added that hotels, taverns, res
taurants, tippling houses, and saloons could not exclude individuals on
account of race or color, but must serve "any quiet and orderly11 person.
Under the territorial government the legislative assembly took further
steps to eliminate discriminatory treatment. In I872 it became a mis
demeanor for the proprietor of any of several kinds of shops or services
to refuse to serve "any well-behaved and respectable person, in the same
room and at the same prices, as other well-behaved and respectable persons
are served." Conviction for violation of the act was punished by a one-
year loss of license and a fine of one hundred dollars.
The necessity for passage of further acts to insure equal treatment
became apparent. Only a few local white citizens seemed agreeable to the
extension of equal rights to Black citizens. Unpleasant seating, long




were increasingly used to discourage Black patrons. To counteract the
thirty dollars haircuts, the dollar cups of coffee* and the three dollars
ice cream, the territorial legislature in June 1873 approved an elaborate
system of posting prices.
The Black community urged President Grant to support Charles Suraner's
anti-segregation bill—The Civil Rights Act of 1866, which would prohibit
the assignment of Negroes to separate facilities in public transportation
or public places, including schools. Led by John F. Cook, Jr., a Dele
gation from several states, including Or. Charles Purvis, John Gray,
Bishop James Handy, John Mercer Langston, and William Syphax from Washing
ton called at the White House in January of 1871. Cook told the President:
These discriminations against us are extremely unjust, un
reasonable and detrimental as American citizens.... We feel
sensitively the denial of these rights and privileges....
Under this system of discrimination we see the very growth of
caste, hatred and prejudice; we see equality the dwarfing and
degrading effect on ourselves.
In 1874 Congress suspended territorial government for the District of
Columbia. The presence of Black voters in the District was undoubtedly a
factor in the new form of government set up for the District of Columbia
in June 1873. Three commissioners, one an officer of the Army Engineer
Corps, the others civilian residents of the District, were to be appointed
by the President. The commissioners were to appoint the school boards for
Black and white schools, the police, and a single health officer to replace
the Territorial Board of Health. The President was to appoint all other
court officials. District residents had lost all voice in their own
1Ibid., p. 5.
2Ibid., pp. 5-7; Green, Washington: Capital City, 1879-1950, p. 117;
Green, The Secret City, p. 91.
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government. For this loss of political rights, Congress agreed the
federal government would share expenses equally with District taxpayers.
Leadership in the Black Washington community fell to notables such as
Frederick Douglass, J. Seiia Martin, Dr. Alexander T. Augusta, a surgeon
who rose to the rank of lieutenant colonel in the Union army, and Dr.
Charles B. Purvis, a professor at Howard University's Medical School and
chief surgeon at Freedmen's Hospital.
The Black community developed its own organ of expression. This was
the New National Era edited by Frederick Douglass and the Reverend J. Seiia
Martin, pastor of the Fifteenth Colored Presbyterian Church. This paper
veered between pride in the progress the race had made in a half-dozen
years and anger at the whites' imperceptiveness as deliberate snobs. By
1890 two other Black organs had been made available to the Black community.
They were the Washington Bee, whose motto was flWatch that Sting11, edited by
W. Calvin Chase, and the Colored American edited by E. E. Cooper.
By the beginning of the 1890's Washington had a commissioner government
and the Black citizens were left out. Since municipal elections had put
into office for the first time in the District Black men, the dismissal of
elected officials gave way to the disappearance of many Black city govern
mental officials. The Negro suffrage was disposed with. The Black news
paper, the Negro community's best and most effective organ of protest at
injustice, The New National Era, soon vanished. Black businesses like the
Freedmen's Bank coiiasped, and unemployment rose to new peaks. The number
of Blacks on the federal payrolls fell; crime rose, cuts were made in public
1 Brown and Lewis, Washington in the New Era 1870-1970, p. 6,
^Washington and Georgetown Directory, 1868, passim.
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services and as a result, the Black community had fallen into a despon
dent "nadir" and achieved goals were dissolved.
CHAPTER II
SOCIAL LIFE
By 1900 white citizens had forgotten that Black leaders in the nation's
capital had formerly commanded respect, and, by their behavior, had encour
aged belief in the possibility of building a bi-racial community. Whites
had concluded that most Blacks would never make good citizens and, thus,
sanctioned a separation of the races. In 1888 the Washington Elite List
carried the names of five or six Blacks; by 1892 they had been dropped.
The white press, increasingly critical of Blacks, emphasized "shiftless-
ness" and the high rate of crime as main attributes in the Black community.
Affirmative news about Blacks' progress was reduced to an occasional face
tious comment. Whites' interest in the careers of gifted Afro-Americans
became so condescending as to be insulting. By the mid-nineties, a reader
of the white newspapers might suppose Washington had no Black community,
let alone three virtually separate Black communities.' White people
resolved the problem of race relations by tacitly denying or ignoring the
existence of a Black community.
Negroes, feeling themselves steadily shoved further into a corner by
prejudice, ceased to be united—thus giving rise to a color caste system




within the race. They ceased to stand up for one another and allowed the
fight to degenerate into that of each for himself. Well-educated aristo
crats of predominantly white blood drew further away from the darker-skinned
middle-class families, while the gulf separating both groups from inarti
culate Blacks widened. In this manner the growing racism of whites
brought discouragements and division within the community. Mutual interest
and trust among Blacks as a group disappeared. By the 1890's the biologi
cal accident of pigmentation, so far from supplying a basis for group
accord, created growing resentment which Blacks directed at each other
more bitterly than at whites. Gradually over the years any person known
to be "tainted" by so much as a drop of Negro blood found himself stripped
of incentives to self-improvement. This lack of self-improvement incentive
was detrimental to the possible building of group autonomy, which is
reflected in the rise of a three-tiered Black community.
The upper class of the three-tiered Negro community was composed of
people of predominantly white blood. For them the key to progress were
civil rights' fights for integration. They constituted Black Washington's
professional class, high office-holders, the old-established families,
and the Black intelligentsia. Most of this small group composing the
highest circle of Negro society were indeed nearly white. They were cer
tainly culturally closer to the white community than to the lower-class
Negro. Accordingly, "envious Negroes considered this exclusive set not
2
good enough for whites and too good for its own race. The upper class
Green, Secret City, p. 121? Rayford Logan, Howard University: The
First One Hundred Years 1867-1967 (New York: New York University Press,
1969), pp. 70-71.
.Or. Rayford Logan. Distinguished Professor of History, Howard Uni
versity, native Washingtonian, private interview held in Washington, D. C,
May 23-24, 1973, at Howard University.
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resided generally between 13th and 16th Streets, Northwest, in a section
known as Strivers Road and the elite section known as LeDroit Park.
Complexion wise, then, these Blacks aligned themselves more with the
white community than with the Black. The District's seven hundred octo
roons and one thousand quadroons were included in this cleavage. In
addition to the light color, the qualifications of antiquity of family,
money, education, and an ••honorable occupation" belonged to this aristoc
racy. "Honorable occupations" were the professions, political posts of
more than trivial importance, banking, real estate brokerage, and busi
nesses not tinged with menial service. Washington's "Negro Four Hundred"
as the Washington Bee dubbed the members of this group, probably numbered
2
not more than sixty or seventy families. These families did not gener
ally recognize a "race problem" because of their closer alignment with
the dominant majority. In some cases their professionalism, good manners
and their status made them acceptable residents to some white Washington-
ians. But cultivated Negroes, even those who looked white, discovered
that each passing year made it harder for them to purchase or rent com
fortable houses without paying exorbitant prices. By the 1890's they
could rarely buy at all in a conveniently located orderly neighborhood.
Mary Church Terrell tells in her autobiography, of the Terrells1 endless
humiliations in the course of house hunting. Her husband was a cum laude
graduate of Harvard, a respected lawyer, principal of M Street High School,
and after 1896 a member of the Board of Trade. Mrs. Terrell was herself
. Josie Johnson, historian, Metropolitan A.M.E. Church, Washing,
ton, D.C., private interview held in Washington, D. C, June 1, 1973.
Washington Bee, July 12, 1890.
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a graduate of Oherlin, an accomplished linguist, and one of two women
before 1900 to be appointed to the school board; however, racial dis
crimination was prevalent in their lives.'
An example of an established family would be the Wormieys. The
family goes back in Washington's history and had always been distinguished.
Positions held by the members of this family varied. By 1900 a James T.
Wormley was a charter member of the Washington Board of Trade; he was also
Washington's first Black druggist. Wormley also owned one of the better
2
restaurants, for white and Black in downtown Washington.
Afro-American Washington's middle stratum was made up predominantly
of mulattoes. Governmental clerks formed the basis of this second stra
tum. Its members were generally well-dressed and happy and seemed to
prosper. This group also included the governmental workers, merchants,
and ministers. In many of these families the wife worked and the husband
had a second job so that they could buy a home in a decent section. One
writer contends that the mulatto rose above the average of other Negroes.
A. H. Shannon maintains that in government service the mulatto was promi
nent and held many desirable positions. "It was the mulatto who monopo
lized much that was intended for the Negro. It was he who got the benefits
and who achieved position.11 He asserts that "few full-blooded Negro
teachers were reported in the District at this time, for most of the
Mary Church Terr&\], A Colored Woman in a White World (Washington,
D.C.J iansdeii, Inc., 19^0), pp. 113-120.
2
Andrew F. Hi Iyer, ed., Union League Directory: Colored Washington
(Washington, D. C.i Union League, 1901), p. 40.
3Haynes Johnson, "Wealthy Elite Build Class Walls Within Their Own
Race,11 The Negro in Washington (Washington, D. C.s Washington Star.
1961), p. 6.
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teachers were tainted by white blood.11 As was true of the teachers, few
full-blooded Negro preachers held important pastorates in the District.
It is also claimed that there were few full-blooded Negroes in the various
other professions as well.
As was apparently true of the so-called upper Black class, the
mulattoes were to some degree conscious of gradations of color. The
complexion of "ginger cake or doe-nut" was necessary, and it was claimed
that those of blacker hue were ignored. Yet, the relative flexibility of
the middle class permitted the occasional acceptance of exceptionally able,
ambitious, full-blooded Negroes. Minor government employees still formed
the core of this group, but even a government clerk, if a new-comer to the
city, could not hope for immediate entree into the upper-middle class
circles. Whether the barber, the caterer, the livery-stable man, the
oyster-house owner, or the proprietor of any other small business was
acknowledged as upper or lower class evidently depended upon the extent of
2
his business success as well as his nativity and his complexion. Warning
frequently appeared in the Bee about unsuitable marriages between scions
of established families and those of doubtful antecedents who wormed their
way into the "social circle" by joining a "tony" church, by enrolling for
a few weeks in one of Howard University's professional schools, or by
making a specious show of great wealth.3 The middle-class had certain
extravagances and displays that were peculiar to them. There was an intent
to "keep up with the Jones'" the same drive that motivated many ambitious,
A. H. Shannon, The Negro in Washington: A Study in Race Amalgamation
(New York: Walter Neale, 1930), p. 36.
Washington Bee, June 8, 1889.
3lbid.,May 30, 1885.
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socially and insecure groups of whites. In the 1890's and 1900's various
clubs and pleasure groups grew out of a mutual interest and needs of this
group. The Black bicycle club held races at the Park Cycle Track; the
Lotus Club, composed mainly of governmental clerks, offered an avenue for
expressions; the Monday Night Literary Society and the Bethel Literary
and Historical Society, the Mu-So-Lit Society and the Union League offered
podiums for distinguished Black intelligentsia for exploration of litera
ture and philosophy and they provided forums for enlightened discussion
of race problems. The most notable Black men in America addressed these
groups. Those who were interested in choral activities could find an
outlet in the Treble Clef Club.1
Recreational and amusement centers as known now were not available,
but there were tennis courts, day camps, and resorts maintained by Blacks
for pleasure and relaxation purposes. There were six tennis courts on the
municipal playgrounds. It is alleged that 25,^00 persons used these courts
yearly. Tournaments were held each year with the number of participants
increasing each year. Camp Pleasant was the designated camp for the
District's Blacks. The camp had its beginning in 1906, as the result of
the earnest efforts of a few school teachers, ministers, and volunteer
social workers who realized the necessity of vacations away from home for
many who could not afford them. The first camp was located in Tuxedo,
Maryland, but soon moved to Notely Hall, Oxen Hill, Maryland between 1906-
1909. The camp was mainly maintained by financial assistance from the
1Ibid., March 2k, 1888.
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Black community and help from some white friends.
In 1910 the camp was reorganized under the direction of a Or. J. H.
N. Waring, a physician, educator and Trustee of Howard University. The
camp was moved to Fairmont Heights, D. C, and Or. Waring converted the
center into a place for instruction in proper health habits and general
living along with having it as a place for a vacation or a day's outing.
The camp increased and grew under Waring's administration.
Two prominent summer resorts were available for well-to-do Blacks.
They were developed by the leading Black real estate dealers of Washington.
The most outstanding was Highland Beach, situated in Maryland on the Chesa
peake Bay. Here a large number of the wealthier classes of Washington,
chiefly professional and businessmen, had summer homes. These cottages
were built near the waterfront, affording an accessibility to the water at
all times. A few of the wealthy professional men had erected summer homes
there at the cost of more than ten thousand dollars.3 The majority of the
oldest wealthiest, and best-known families of Washington owned homes there.
The principal forms of recreation were rowing, swimming, fishing, dancing,
and tennis. A hotel was located there and the expenses were such as to
maintain a superior atmosphere.
Another summer resort for Washington Negroes was located at Col ton,
Maryland. It has been contended by former owner, Mrs. Josie Johnson, that
William Jones, Recreation and Amusement Among Negroes in Washington,
D. C: A Sociological Analysis of the Negro in an Urban Environment
(Washington, 0. C: Howard University Press, 1927), pp. 32-46.
2Ibid., p. 56.
■'Mrs. Phyllis Terrell Langs ton, daughter of the late Judge Robert
and Mary Church Terrell, private interview held in family home house,
1615 S Street, Northwest, Washington, D. C, June 6, 1973.
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this site too was a "magnificent" one. It was situated on a water front
also. It had an atmosphere also for permanent recreation. Scores of
persons from Washington's most prominent social sets visited this resort
every year. Here the ordinary social and health-giving amusements and
sports were fostered.
Another major event in the life of this social level was the high-
class weddings coverage of which was carried in the Bee. The list of
presents with the donors' names attached might fill over a column. The
gowns were described in the same detail with which white society reporters
2
wrote of the costumes of White House receptions.
The evidences of Negro wealth were revealing. They included beauti
ful jewelry, handsome clothes, well-furnished homes tended by Negro
servants, and expensive summer holidays. Every June the exodus began with
the "Saratoga trunks" packed for Newport, Harpers Ferry or Cape May.-*
Thus, by and large, in the two above discussed social stratums, the higher
a Negro's social standing the more exactly his divisions corresponded to
those of whites of similar positions.
Mary Church Terrell maintained that within the two levels—upper class
and middle class—there was rivalry and there existed a declared line of
demarcation and restricted boundaries. Antagonism was especially prevalent
between the old citizens of the District and the newcomers. Mrs. Terrell
declared that the old citizens thought they were the elect, the chosen and
'Jones, Recreation and Amusement Among Negroes in Washington, D. C,
p. 53.
Washington Bee, October 19, 1901.
3lbid.» February 22, 1902.
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challenged anybody to dispute it. "They believe that longevity coupled with
culture and affluence should count for more than other combinations."
The newcomers were usually the Sunday-school superintendents, presidents
of almost any society, or who originated, executed to perfection, and who
manned anything creditable to the Negroes of the District. "The newcomers
c1aim[ed3 if it were not for them, there would be no sort of activity
2
among the colored people at all. Things would be dead."
The lower level of the social ladder was occupied by the Black masses,
who composed the majority of the Black community. Constance Green des
cribes these inhabitants of the base of the social pyramid as thriftless,
living from hand to mouth, happy if they did nothing, and happy if they
got a job. She maintains that their social instincts were "gratified by
the organizating and maintenance of societies of all sorts, benevolent,
patriotic, social and economic."^ There were nearly one thousand such
organizations, supported almost entirely by the labor of Black folk.
With a light-heartedness that sobersided white Washingtonians found
impossible to understand or comprehend and therefore called irresponsible,
Black families not always able to feed themselves, joined in church
sociables and in club and fraternal society celebrations. The lower down
the economic ladder the more pleasure members of a society apparently
took in giving their groups such high-sounding names as the "Grand Ancient
Mary Church Terrell, "Society Among the Colored People of Washington,"
Voice of the Negro (Atlanta), I (April, 190*»), 151.
2Ib1d., p. 152.
3Green, Washington^ Capital City 1879-1950), p. 119.
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Order of the Sons and Daughters and Brothers and Sisters of Moses of the
United States and the World at Large.11 A funeral* always an occasion,
usually called for lavish spending on carriages and clothes* Noisy
picnics complete with bands to furnish music took place on Sundays.
Mutual benefit societies arranged excursions down the Potomac River until
the steamboat lines adopted some pretext for refusing to sell Blacks
tickets.2
For so-called lower-class Negroes the great event of the year was the
annual District's Emancipation Day celebration held on the sixteenth of
April. Every Black organization in the District of Columbia usually took
part. Societies included the Chaldeans* Knights of Moses* the Osceolans,
Gaieiean Fishermen* the Sons and Daughters of Samares* the Solid Yantics*
the Lively Eight, and the Celestial Golden Links. White onlookers* watching
the elaborately decorated floats and the thousands of Blacks marching on
foot to the accompaniement of twelve brass bands* were impressed* amused or
indignant at the money poured into the display.^ Sophisticated Negroes
sensitive to white ridicule protested that a church service would mark
the day more fittingly. Frederick Douglass1 attitude about the festivities
expresses very clearly the attitude of the sophisticated Blacks:
The thought /celebration of Emancipation Day with parades/
is already gaining ground that tinsel show* gaudy display
and straggling processions* which empty the alleys and dark
places of our city into the broad day-light of our thronged
streets and avenues* thus thrusting upon the public...a vastly
Washington Bee* November 12* I898.
2Ibid., February 23, 1901.
3Green, Washington: Capital City 1879-1950, p. 127.
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undue proporation of the most unfortunate, unimproved, and
unprogressive class of colored people, and thereby inviting
public disgust and contempt and repel 1ing the more thrifty
and self-respecting among us, is a positive hurt to the
whole colored population of this city. These annual celebra
tions of ours...should bring into notice the very best elements
of our colored population.^
Shannon asserts that in the city of Washington, the-full-blood Negro
was usually an unskilled laborer and but rarely held higher positions
requiring prolonged training and specialization. The unskilled worker,
as would be expected, labored under the least preferred working condi
tions. Me was usually found working under the immediate supervision of a
white foreman, the person charged with the Immediate oversight of the
2
small group employed at a common task.
As has been indicated, Black Washingtonians formed their own insti
tutions and vehicles of expression to meet their needs. The rise of these
separate Black organizations, associations, and institutions was a direct
result of segregation and discrimination from the white community.
Washington's newspapers after the Civil War dates back to 1869 with
the founding of The New National Era by Reverend J. Sella Martin. Other
editors included Lewis H. Frederick, and Charles R. Douglass. The Honor
able Frederick Douglass Invested largely in the enterprise and became an
editor. In the fall of 1&7U it ceased publication. The Colored Citizen
was begun about 1872 by John P. Thompson and P. H. Murray, but it was
finally absorbed by The Era. The Commoner was published by George W.
Williams. The People's Advocate first appeared in April 1876, at Alexandria,
Washington Bee, March 2k, II
^Shannon, The Negro in Washington, p. 35.
3John Cromwell, "Colored Newspapers in Washington,11 Hi Iyer, ed. Union
League Directory, p. 68.
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Virginia, but its office was changed to Washington, two months later.
J. W. Cromwell was its proprietor and editor. The foreman of the
Advocate at its establishment, was T. Thomas Fortune, who frequently con
tributed to its columns. The Record Publishing Company began operation
in the city of Wilmington, North Carolina, in August of 1893, publishing
The Record, and continued it successfully until the tenth of November,
1898, when the entire business was destroyed in the riot that ensued at
that time. The company then resumed business in Washington, 1899, at
1607 11th Street, Northwest, with A. L. Manly, editor. The Daily Record is
said to be the only Negro daily newspaper published in the District of
Columbia at that time.1 The Washington Bee started in June 1882 with
William Calvin Chase as its editor and proprietor. It continued until
it ran into financial difficulties. The height of its power was from
188^ to I898. It prided itself on the "sting11 aimed at tiie shoddy and
evil. Allegedly, back-biting and destructive jealously was a striking
feature of the paper.2 It is maintained that the Bee belittled and accused
Black men of sycophancy and putting on airs when those Black men won
recognition from whites.
Blacks pooled their money together and established the Capital Savings
Bank, which was located in the downtown business section. By 1901 the
bank had a capital of $50,000. Deposits were received from ten cents up
with interest allowed on five dollars and above. Treasurers of churches,
associations, and other organizations could deposit funds with this bank
and receive interest. Other Black business organizations were the
'ibid.
2Green, The Secret City, p.
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Benevolent Investment and Relief Association of Virginia, The Douglass
Life Insurance Company, Industrial Building and Savings' Company, National
Benefit Association, The Security Syndicate, and the United Effort Syn
dicate.
Beneficial organizations were non-secret or secret in membership. The
non-secret membership of these societies exceeded six thousand. The pur
pose of these societies was to raise funds to care for the members' sick
ness and death benefits. The amount spent in 1900 in caring for the sick
and burying the dead, of the non-secret organizations, exceeded $16,000.
The cash value of the property of these societies exceeded $18,7^6.39.
However, the total property value and cash exceeded $85,000. Some of these
non-secret societies were Banneker Relief Association whose membership was
190; B & 0 Red Cap Porters; Coachmen's Union Aid Association, membership
108; Elder Ladies Immediate Relief Association, membership 151; Ladies'
Mutual Relief, membership 61, and the Ladies Unity Benevolent Society
2
with a membership of
The secret beneficial and benevolent societies supplemented the work
of the churches, enunciated a fraternal spirit, taught a higher and nobler
life, and had a general uplifting tendency. In the absence of other forms
of financial aid, they provided a needed service in caring for their sick
members and burying their dead. This was a form of co-operation and self-
help that grew out of the contingencies of poor people. Most memberships
included women and children under the patronage of the head of the organi
zation. Beginning with the children, their members were trained in
Hiiyer, Union League Directory, pp. 16, 115*
2Ibid., pp. 120, 130-135.
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parliamentary procedures and directed to obey the laws and government of
the society. There were in the District of Columbia fifteen separate
orders* with over two hundred and sixty thousand adults, with a property
and cash value of over $200,000. Examples of these lodges were the Grand
United Order of Chaldeans, the Masonic Order, F.A.A.M., Lodges of the
Blue Department, Grand Orient and many others.
At least a dozen Black charitable and benevolent societies served
the various needs of the community. Among the most mentioned were the
Sojourner Truth Home, "Colored" YWCA, YMCA, National Association for the
Relief of Destitute Colored Women and Children, Children's Temporary Home,
Episcopal Freedmen's Aid Society, Colored Baptist Home Mission, Home for
Friendless Girls and the Hart Farm School.
The Negro people of the United States early showed their capacity for
organization in the formation of churches. It is often contended that the
Afro-American churches were/are the most powerful organizations and the
real centers of their social life. Within the District of Columbia in the
1890's and the early 1900's there were many churches that were powerful
centers of Black Washington's life. Connected with the churches were
flourishing Sunday schools, Sunday school libraries, and the usual chari
table and church aid societies. By 1900 there were fifty-three Black
Baptist churches in the District, with an enrolled membership of 20,000;
property valued at $600,000; fifty-five Sunday schools; five thousand and
five hundred pupils; five hundred and ten teachers; five B.Y.P.U.'s and
'ibid., p. 137.
2Green, Secret City, pp. \k2-)kk.
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twenty-five hundred pupils. The churches had preaching every Sunday at
eleven in the morning and seven-thirty in the afternoons. Other services
included Sunday school, weekly prayer meetings, and weekly preaching or
lecture. Prominent Black Baptist churches with large congregations were:
Vermont Avenue Church, Northwest, Rev. George W. Lee, pastor; Zion Baptist
Church, Southwest, Rev. W. J. Howard, pastor; Mount Carmel Baptist, North
west, Rev. William Gibbons, pastor; Shi 1 oh Baptist, Northwest, Rev. J.
Anderson Taylor, pastor; Second Baptist, Northwest, Rev. W. Bishop Johnson,
pastor, and Nineteenth Baptist Church, Northwest, Rev. Walter H. Brooks,
pastor.
There were two Black Catholic churches, and their membership was
estimated at five thousand. They were St. Augustine and St. Cyprian.
The Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church, at 15th Street between I and
K Northwest, was pastored by Rev. Francis Grimke. The church's first pastor
had been the Rev. J. Seiia Martin. It was one of the best-known Negro
churches with a membership of three hundred and fifty. Its congregation
2
was composed of well-educated and old Washington families.
The Negro Episcopal Church grew out of the same condition as the other
Negro churches; a feeling on the part of the Negro worshipers that they
were not fairly treated in the white churches, and hence were not welcomed.
St. Mary's mission was established in 1873 and Rev* Alexander Crummeii was
placed in charge. In 1875, St. Luke's Church was founded. All total
there were five Black Episcopalian churches.





Probably the most notable Black church in Washington was the Metro
politan A.M.E. Church located on M Street between 15th and 16th Streets,
Northwest. Metropolitan AME was the outgrowth of Black dissatisfaction
of mainstream orthodox white Protestants in 1820. One group of dissatis
fied worshipers organized themselves in 1821 and in 1822 a petition was
sent to Bishop Richard Allen, founder of the AME Church, to Baltimore
Conference. In response to this petition which requested admission to the
conference, Bishiop Allen sent a Reverend David Smith to Washington to
organize this body and pastor the church. With this action the District
became a part of the Baltimore Conference. The first church was the Israel
Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church, later to be pastored by Henry
M. Turner, the first Negro Chaplain in The Civil War. This body soon
purchased an old Presbyterian church building at the foot of Capital Hill
2
in Southeast.
Throughout the city of Washington, there were other A.M.E. groups who
met in private homes for worship. They too petitioned the conference for
recognition and a minister. As a result of this second petition the Union
Bethel AME Church was organized on July 6, 1338. These two churches are
the antecedents of the Metropolitan AME Church.
The Israel Bethel Church's property was purchased by the government
on April 20, 1870. The congregation again petitioned the Baltimore Con
ference since it had to relocate. They requested that they be allowed to
James M. McPherson, The Negro's Civil War: How American Negroes Felt
and Acted During The War For The Union (New York; Vantage Books, 1965),
p. 178.
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change its name from Israel AME to Metropolitan AME Church. This is the
first reference to Metropolitan AME in the records of the Church. By
the orders of the general conference in 1872 the Union Bethel AME Society
became the Metropolitan African Methodist Episcopal Church. This action
was confirmed by the general conference of 1872 which recommended the
building of a Metropolitan Church in the city of Washington as requested
by the official board of the Israel AME congregation.
Dissatisfaction arose within the membership of the Israel AME Church
which resulted in the withdrawal from the conference. Therefore, the gen
eral conference held in 1864 recommended that Union Bethel Church Society
be authorized to build the Metropolitan AME Church. Upon completion of
the church, dedicatory services and exercises were held the entire week of
May 30, 1886. The installation sermon was preached by Reverend Daniel A.
Payne, historian of the national AME Church. Those participating in the
entire long week were: Bishop Jones of AME Zion, the Reverend Dr. Henry
R. Nayior, Foundry Methodist Episcopal Church; Rev. Dr. J. G. Butler,
Lutheran Memorial Church, the Honorable Frederick Douglass, the Honorable
Francis Cardozo, Benjamin Tanner (later elevated to bishop), J. M.
Townsend and many others. The trustees, teachers and pupils of the "colored11
public high school of the District were invited along with the Sunday school
groups. Each evening during the week of celebration, representation from
2
the several fraternal orders participated in the exercises. At the con
clusion of the dedication ceremonies, the Reverend T. G. Stewart was
'josie Johnson, "History of Metropolitan AME Church, Washington, D.C."
(unpublished typed paper, Metropolitan Church, Washington, D. C, 1969),
p. 2.
2John Simms Papers, Mooriand-Spingarn Collection, Howard University
Library, Washington, D. C.
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appointed pastor, the first to provide significant leadership of the new
Metropolitan AME Church.
The involvement of Frederick Douglass with the AME Church predates
the building of the present structure. For a decade he was an active
member of the Bethel Literary and Historical Society, organized by Bishop
Daniel A. Payne. Douglass often spoke in the old Bethel Church Hall.
On October 21, 1890, he spoke on the "Race Problem11 and on January 9, 1894
he delivered his often quoted "The Lesson of the Hour Address." On
February 26, 1895, Douglass was buried from the Metropolitan AME Church.
It was a state funeral. The North Carolina State Legislature adjourned for
the day and flags flew at half-mast over the District's public buildings.
The District's public "colored" school closed as mourners by the thousands
passed the bier in the church until the doors closed signalling the begin
ning of the services. The funeral was attended by 2,500 people. Persons
of all ranks, and professions attended. They eulogized Douglass as the
"Cedar of Lebanon". A year later United States Supreme Court Justice John
H. Harian returned to the Metropolitan AME Church to open the Bethel
Literary and Historical Society with a memorial tribute to Douglass.
On Tuesday night March 20, 1934, "the pew of the late Honorable Frederick
Douglass, who had joined Metropolitan AME in 1893 under the ministry of
the Reverend John W. Beckett," was dedicated. Beautiful candaiabras are




^Washington Tribune, March 20, 1934.
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Attention has already been called to the many clubs and literary
societies to be found in early Black Washington. There were several cul
ture clubs and circles for self-Improvement in music, literature, the care
of the home, the rearing of children, the study of French and Spanish
languages, pleasure clubs and political clubs. The American Negro Academy
was the most ambitious intellectual organization of the Afro-American race.
Its membership was limited to fifty and composed of authors, artists,
scholars and persons distinguished in other walks of life scattered through
out the country. Organized by the Reverend Alexander Crummeli on March 5,
1897* its objectives were to promote the publication of scholarly works;
to aid youths of genius in the attainments of higher culture, at home and
abroad; and to gather into its archives valuable data and works of Negro
authors. Among its past officers were: President, W.E.B. Du Bois, Atlanta
University; Vice-President, W.S. Scarborough, Wilberforce, Ohio; Recording
Secretary, L. B. Moore, Howard University; Corresponding Secretary, J. W.
Cromwell; and Treasurer, Reverend Francis J. Grimke.
The Mu-So-Lit Society (Musical, Social and Literature) was described
by the Washington-Pittsburgh Courier as the city's most exclusive club.
The Society, founded in 1905, was organized for the cultivation of music,
society, and literature at its best. The first president was Francis J.
Cardozo, The membership began with twenty-five members and increased to
seventy-five. The \9kk record shows a membership of approximately Ikk.
Through the years, its membership constituted a "Who's Who" in Negro
Washington, and its functions were to set social standards. An annual
Hi Iyer, Union League Directory, p.
2Ibid., p. 150.
feature of the exclusive all-male club were the Abraham Lincoln and
Frederick Douglass1 debates. Many prominent guests spoke before the
club. They included the famous composer-musician Samuel Coleridge-Taylor,
Booker T. Washington, and Or. Du Bois. Members have included such promi
nent Washingtonians as G. Smith Wormley, Kelly Miller* Robert Terrell,
and Arthur G. Newman.
Andrew Hi Iyer, a prominent Black businessman, was responsible for
the organization of the Union League. According to the League's Consti
tution, adopted on January 11, 1892, the objective of the association was
to secure harmony of action and co-operation among all persons who were
in favor of the obliteration of color prejudice. Other motives were to
advance the moral, material, and financial interests of the Negro people.
It was also conceived to inaugurate and maintain a more fraternal feeling
and a closer union among all persons who were opposed to all barriers and
discriminations based on race or color; and, to collect and disseminate
among the people such information as would best tend "to promote these
ends and make such a healthy public sentiment, that color prejudice shall
2
be overcome and the barriers it sets up removed.11
Officers included president, vice-president, recording secretary, cor
responding secretary, assistant secretary, treasurer, sergeant-at-arms, and
a chaplain. Twelve members were elected which would constitute the Board of
Directors. It was decided that meetings would be annually on the second
Monday in April of each year for the election of officers, members of the
1892), p.
Washington-Pittsburgh Courier. June 20, 1950.
Union League of D. C, Constitution, (Washington, D. C: January 11,
Board of Directors, and other such business as the Board may decide to
bring before the body.1 Advisory committees and auxiliary leagues were
formed also. Some members of the League included: George W. Lee, Charles
S. Syphax, Kelly Miller, J. H. Bundy, George William Cook, Judge Robert
Terrell, J. W. E. Bowen, R. C. Douglass, and Andrew F. Hi Iyer, chairmen.
Three factors which, despite manifold discouragements, made Washington
a center of Negro civilization were federal government employment, Howard
University and the Bethel Literary and Historical Association. The idea
of an intellectual forum for cultural expression was introduced by Abraham
Lincoln. Discovering that Washington did not have such a society for its
Negro citizens, he called Douglass, Payne, James Bunday, and John W.
Cromwell into his office and suggested to them to start such a society for
2
the intellectuals of the District to discuss cultural material. The
Society was organized by Payne on November 9, 1891 in Bethel Hall. At
initiation Robert Smith was elected president. Other officers of this first
meeting were Mrs. A. Geary, Miss Bowen, Charles Shorter, Channing A.
Patterson, and William Beckett. There was an executive committee made up
of five persons.3 The majority of these members of the Literary Society
were manbers of the Metropolitan AME Church. It was the original plan for
the meetings to be held twice a month but the response from the community
in attendance was such that the meetings became weekly. The first speaker
to open the discussion was a Rev. A. Upshaw, who spoke on "Who Were the
'ibid., p. 5.
2J. W. Cromwell, History of the Bethel Literary and Historical Society
roqramme for the Year 1895-6 (Washington, D. C; Metropolitan AMEand P g
Church, 1896), pp. 5-7.
3lbid.
Ancient Egyptians and What Did They Accomplish?"
At the first few meetings papers were delivered on such subjects as
"Elements of True Womanhood," "Botany of Flower", "True Manhood", and many
other areas. However, these papers did not stimulate any discussion after
wards. At the December 6 meeting of the first year, the same Rev. Upshaw
presented a paper on the "Eminent Men of the Negro Race". By now the
audience had grown from "the members of the Amen corner" to persons inter
ested and familiar with the topics discussed. Discussion followed this
paper, while a debate was held after a paper presented on the Zulu War in
Africa.2 The subject of race became a topic of most discussions after this
initial introduction by Rev. Upshaw. Topics included the "Negro in Journ
alism,11 "Eminent Musicians of Negro Race," "Negro in Business," "Future of
the Negro" and many others.
The Society was not free from dissatisfaction and dissent. After the
Society's membership and influence outgrew that of the AME Church, dissatis
faction grew. The pastor, Rev. Stevens, became angry at his lack of
ability to control the Literary Society and drove it out of the church,
thinking that in this way he could destroy it. He was not in favor of its
freedom of speech and action which were opposed to his ideas. However,
the Society found a home in another location and there for several weeks it
3
held sessions.





Washington, D. C, June 6, 1973*
m hnson, native Washingtorn'an, private interview held in
tribute to the Reverend Henry Highland Garnet. A memorial was held at
the Nineteenth Street Baptist Church and the main address was delivered
by Reverend Alexander Crummeii. Other platform guests were Frederick
Douglass, Bishop Henry McNeal Turner, George Cook, and John F. Cook.'
The meetings of the Society were resumed in the Bethel Hall after the
2
removal of Dr. Stevens as pastor of Metropolitan AME Church. Subsequent
topics sought either to stimulate Blacks to strive for racial solidarity,
or economic chauvinsism and/or on some occasions to seek social assimila
tion into white America.
It is evident that Blacks organized clubs and groups around every
aspect that affected their lives. There were cemetary clubs, philanthropic
clubs, medical organizations, military and patriotic organizations, and
trade organizations. Their programs and activities were given publicity
in a Black owned and controlled press.
Leading Black Washingtomans of the period were the lawyers, doctors,
newspapermen, businessmen, important government employees, ministers, and
generally semi-professional or professional people. Prominent among these,
aside from those already alluded to, were people such as Daniel Murray,
who was a well-known figure in the Library of Congress. He was the first
Black Washingtonian to begin a bibliography of the Negro race. His
research started by listing and reviewing all pamphlets and books and
'Cromwell, History of the Bethel Literary & Historical Society,
passim.
2
Josie Johnson, "History of Metropolitan AME Church, Washington,
D.C. (unpublished typed paper, Metropolitan AME Church, Washington,
D. C, 1969), p. 3.
'Green, Secret City, pp. 123-124.
publications that had been published by Blacks*
Other prominent Washingtonians included a Doctor George H. Cardozo,
druggist, whose establishment was located on the corner of 12th and R
Streets, Northwest. Dr. Cardozo was born in Charleston, South Carolina.
He graduated from the Normal Department of Howard University in I883, and
from the Pharmaceutical College in I89I. From I885 to 1894, he was
employed as a clerk in the War Department in Washington, but worked evenings
and holidays in a drugstore to gain practical experience. Dr. Cardozo made
a speciality of compounding physicians' prescriptions, and he was highly
recommended by the profession because of his experience, well-known caution
and because he dispensed only the best quality of medicine. Dr. Cardozo
was also a manufacturer of several proprietary preparations, notably, his
"Queen Pomade11 for the hair. He was a regularly registered pharmacist,
and was assisted by his brother, William Cardozo, also a registered pharma
cist.1
The Terrelis were one of the influential and well-educated families
of the District. They had two daughters, Phyllis and Mary, who were edu
cated in the best academies of the North. The Terreiis owned a beach home
down on Highland Beach in Maryland.^ Mary Church Terrell, the daughter of
a millionaire broker and banker of Memphis, Tennessee, first came to
Washington to accept a teaching position in the public "colored" M Street
High School. There she met Robert Terrell and in October 1891 they were
Hi Iyer, Union League Directory, pp. 42-43.
2
Dorothy Sterling, Lift Every Voice: The Lives of W.E.B. Du Bois,
Booker T. Washington, Mary Church Terrell and James Weidon Johnson (New
York: Doubieday & Co., Inc., 1965), p. 71.
married. Mrs. Terrell's accomplishments are many. She was a distinguished
author, linguist, world traveler, educator, leader and organizer. She was
appointed as one of the first two women and the first Black woman to the
District of Columbia's School Board. She served on the board for eleven
years. In I896 she organized and became the first president of the
National Association of Colored Women. In I898 she addressed the Annual
Convention of the National Woman Suffrage Association. She continued
active leadership of the suffrage movement until 1920 when the suffrage
amendment was passed. Mrs. Terrell assisted in organizing and becoming
a charter member of the NAACP, received a citation for Social Service at
the Women's Centennial Congress in New York, received from Wilberforce
University the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters, degrees from Oberlin
2
College and Howard University. She was chairman of the Coordinating
Committee for the Enforcement of the District of Columbia's Anti-Discrimina
tion Laws organized to end discrimination in the District's restaurants
and hotels.^ In 1950 she filed the complaint against Thompson's Restaurant,
invoking the Acts of 1872 and 1873. Mrs. Terrell wrote her autobiography
in 19fr1, A Colored Woman in A White World.** In 1952 the National Council
of Negro Women honored her as its Woman of the Year.
Mary Church Terrell Papers 1884-1950, Mooriand-Spingarm Collection
Howard University Library, Washington, D. C, May-June 1973; Also reviewed
at Library of Congress (Manuscript Collection) Washington, D. C.
Hi/ashington Afro-American, June 19,
^Washington Star, September 2k, 1951.
^Washington Post, November 16, 1952.
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Robert H. Terrell was born November 25> 1857 in Virginia and he
moved to the District at the age of ten years old. He received his
early educational training in the public schools of the District of Colum
bia; prepared for college at Lawrence Academy, Groton, Mass., and graduated
from Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass., in 1884, cum laude. In September
of the same year, he was appointed a teacher in the Washington High School,
where he taught for five years. He became principal of the M Street High
School. He received an honorary A.M. from Howard University, and also a
LLM from the same institution. For several years he was the partner of
Honorable John R. Lynch in the practice of law in Washington. He was also
a chief of a division in the United States Treasury. Mr. Terrell was
appointed by President Roosevelt a judge in the circuit court of Washington.
He was subsequently confirmed six times under both Democrat and Republican
administrations.
Dr. Rayford Logan, distinguished professor of History at Howard Uni
versity, cai led the writer's attention to the following as being worthy of
inclusion in this study: Dr. William S. Lofton, a dentist who had gradu
ated from Howard University, a John H. Cook, who was a lawyer, John M.
Langston, Dean of Howard's Law School, Dr. John Francis, who established
a "splendidly equipped" sanatorium for the accommodation of all patients
without distinction as to race in 1895, and a Dr. Furmann Shadd, assistant
surgeon and resident physician at Freedmen's Hospital.2
'Robert H. Terrell Papers, Examined in Home House, 1615 S Street,
Northwest, Washington, D. C, June 6, 1973*




The efforts of the Negro people of Washington to establish and main
tain schools for the education of their children began as early as the
first half of the nineteenth century. In 1807—after the erection of the
first two schools for the instruction of white children—three unlettered
ex-slaves, George Bell, Nicholas Franklin, and Moses Liverpool, organized
a movement which resulted in the erection of the first school in the
District of Columbia for Afro-American children.1 This school was located
in the southeastern part of the city and was under the direction of a Mr.
Lowe, a white man.2 After a brief period the school subsided, but it was
reorganized again in 1818. Founded in association with the Resolute Bene
ficial Society--association of free people of color—this school was taught
by a Mr. Pierpont, of Massachusetts, who after several years, was succeeded
by a Black man named John Adams, the first teacher of his race in the
3
District of Columbia. During this period, Mrs. Annie Maria Hall started
Hi Iyer, Union League Directory, p. 157.
2In that year a census of Washington proper showed a total free Negro
population at k$k. Ibid., p. 158.
3Rayford Logan, Howard University, p. 9.
a school on Capital Hill. A Black woman from Prince George's County,
Maryland, Mrs. Hall, had a respectable education, which she obtained at
schools with white children in Alexandria.
Mrs. Mary Billing, an English woman, opened the first school for
Blacks in Georgetown in 1810. Her school was located in a brick house on
Dunbarton Street between Congress and High Streets, Northwest. In 1820-
1821, she moved her school from Ounbarton Street to a site on H Street
in the city of Washington and taught there until 1823* According to
George W. Washington, writing on earlier schools in the District, Mrs.
Billing's school was "always large, patronized in Georgetown as well as
afterwards by the best 'colored families' of Washington, many of whom sent
their children to her from Capital Hill and the vicinity of the Navy Yard."2
It was in these three schools that most of the Negro teachers who occupied
the field of teaching after 1820 were prepared.
One of Mrs. Billing's pupils, Henry Smothers, probably had the most
historic "colored" school. Mr. Smothers, a Black man, built his school
on H Street near Fourteenth Street, Northwest, near the site of the present
New York Avenue Presbyterian Church. Dr. Logan reports that at one time
Smothers is said to have taught some one hundred students. When Smothers
could no longer pay the expenses because tuition was not compulsory, John
Prout, another Negro, took charge and required a monthly tuition fee of
Ibid., p. 10; National Intelligencer. August 29, 1818. (This news
paper was examined in the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.); George
W. Williams, History of the Negro Race in America. 1619-1880 (New York:
Arno Press & New York Times, 1968), p. 182.
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Logan, History of Howard University, pp. 10-12.
3Ibid.. pp. 11-13? Williams, History of Negro Race in America 1619-
1880, pp. 186-190.
12.5 cents. The school was then named the Columbian Institute. One of
the students was John F. Cook, Sr., who succeeded Prout in 183** and renamed
the school the Union Seminary. Upon his death in 1855* the school was
continued by his son, John F. Cook, Jr., until 1857, when he was succeeded
by his younger brother, George F. T. Cook. The latter moved the school to
the basement of the Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church which his father
had helped to found in 1841. This school was further organized and became
the Preparatory High School for Colored Youth.
It is noted here that during the earlier period the instructing of
Black students did not proceed without dissension or antagonism from some
members of Washington's white community. The Nat Turner Rebellion of 1831
spread terror everywhere in slave communities. In this area Negro children
who had been in very large numbers received into the Sabbath schools in
the white churches, were all turned out of these schools. In 1835 Washing
ton faced the Snow Riots in which hostility was especially designated
against the Black schools. This event aroused the energies of the Black
community. It taught them self-reliance, and they organized Sabbath schools
of their own. This institution took up the charge of teaching the great
mass of the free people of color about all the school knowledge that was
allowed them then.
Among the other private schools, there was built in I83O by William
Wormley for his sister, the Mary Wormiey's School. Wormley built his
2
sister's school behind his brother's restaurant. Other early schools




were The Wesieyan Seminary, Seminary for Colored Girls, Myrtiiia Miner's
Seminary for Colored Girls, the Louisa Park Costin, Benjamin M. McCory,
Dr. John H. Fleets' schools, and many others.1
It appears that at the end of the 1850's some 1,000 Black children
in the District of Columbia were attending private schools. At that time,
about 42 per cent of the free Black population was literate. But during
the Civil War, with the influx of freed slaves and contrabands, the 58 per
2
cent illiteracy count rose to an undetermined figure.
In May of 1862 Congress passed its first act requiring Washington and
Georgetown to open public schools for Negro children. Ten per cent of
the taxes on Negro property was to be used to finance these schools, under
a board of trustees to be appointed by the Secretary of the Interior.
Another act was passed in June of 1864, but only one school was opened prior
to 1866, owing to the insufficiency of funds. This school, the first Negro
public school, was opened in the Ebenezer Church, southeast of the Capital,
at Second and C Streets, Southeast. Within a few weeks, nearly eight
hundred Negro adults and children were learning to read.*
In 1864, an Act of Congress provided that part of all school funds
raised in Washington and Georgetown be set aside for Afro-American schools
in proportion to the number of children between the ages of six and seven
teen. By this act, the establishment of the first Negro public schools on
an equitable basis was made possible.
Ibid., pp. 193-208.
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Logan, History of Howard University, p. 11.
Hi Iyer, Union League Directory, pp. 158-159.
Report of Board of Education, 1904-05, p. 120.
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According to the Board of Education Report for 1867-68 there were at
first only five schools (1866-67) opened with seven teachers and fourteen
pupils. In 1868 George F. T. Cook was appointed superintendent and given
charge of the "colored school system." He was, in fact, the first and last
superintendent of colored schools as those who succeeded him were designated
assistant superintendents in charge of "colored schools". In this same
year the Negro branch of the school system consisted of forty-one schools,
forty-one teachers, and 2,300 pupils. In 1900, at the close of Dr. Cook's
administration, there were 273 public schools for Negro children, 352
2
teachers, and 12,748 pupils.
William Syphax and Wi1liam Wormley were the first two Blacks to be
appointed to the Board of Trustees appointed by the Secretary of the
Interior. Syphax became the first President of the Board of Trustees of
the Colored Public Schools of Washington, D. C, serving from July 1, 1868
to June 30, 1871, and served as treasurer of the Board from 1870 to 1871.
At this time there were fifty schools and fifty teachers under the control
of the trustees. Of the fifty teachers employed, twenty-five were Black
and twenty-five were white. The trustees were of the opinion that quali
fied teachers, regardless of color, provided the best assurance of the
progress of the Negro schools.^ On August 8, 1874 the commissioners of the
]G. Smith Wormley, "Educators of the First Half Century of the Public
Schools of the District of Columbia," Journal of Negro History, XVII
(April, 1932), 124.
2Report of Board of Education, 1800-1900, pp. 54-59.
^E. Deiorus Preston, Jr., "William Syphax, A Pioneer in Negro Educa
tion in the District of Columbia," Journal of Negro History, XVII (October,
1935), 124.
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District of Columbia ordered the three Boards of Trustees of the public
schools (white) and the Board of Trustees of Schools for Colored Children
in the District be consolidated into one board of trustees of public
schools, consisting of nine residents of Washington, three residents of
Georgetown, and three residents of the county of Washington.
The Report of the Trustees of Colored Schools of Washington and George-
town to C. Delano, Secretary of the Interior dated December 31> 1870 and
signed by William Syphax and William H. A. Wormley, vigorously denounced
segregated education and called for additional legislation abolishing the
2
present order and creating a new system of mixed schools. It was asserted
that the best interest of Negroes required the abrogation of all laws and
institutions creating or tending to perpetuate distinctions based on color
and the substitution of enactments providing for the equal privileges to
all classes of citizens. It was maintained that the laws that created the
double school system had been enacted as a temporary expedient to meet a
condition of things which had disappeared. The trustees contended further
that "separate schools recognize and perpetuate a cruel, unreasonable, and
3
unchristian prejudice which is exceedingly harmful to the Negro.11
The trustees recommended a larger board having the power to employ
the superintendent of schools for a term of three years, a treasurer, and
a secretary. The report stated that a high school had been started and
Annual Report of District of Columbia Superintendent of Colored
Schools, 1873-1874 (Superintendent George Cook).
^Senate Executive Document No. 20, 41st Cong., 3rd Sess., p. 6.
3Ibid.
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that there was an urgent need for a school for the special training of
teachers. They further argued that since the great majority of the Black
children was suffering the hereditary effects of deprivations and wrongs
of the centuries, it was imperative to provide for these teachers who were
so skilled in their work that they could impart the greatest practicable
amount of instruction in the shortest time. They also suggested that pro
visions be made to apprehend any member of the Board of Trustees whose action
appeared directly or indirectly to subserve the private interest of any mem-
2
ber to the detriment of the public good. Syphax and Wormley also struggled
for mixed school system, believing this would upgrade or uplift the quality
of education Negro children of the District could receive.
As previously established, the Preparatory High School for Colored
Youth was an outgrowth of the Smother's School of the early nineteenth cen
tury. George Cook organized the school in November, 1870 in the basement
of the Fifteenth Street Presbyterian Church. It was mainly composed of
pupils completing the last two years of the grammar grades, although,
according to the school report of that year, a small number of students
were pursuing the high school course. Emma Hutchins, a white woman, was
appointed the first principal and teacher. Her class consisted of four
pupils; Rosetta Coakley, John Nalle, Mary Nalie, and Caroiene Parke.
Ibid., p. 8. (This marks the beginning of the erection of a Normal
School for the training of teachers at the public expense. It became the
Normal School, in Miner Building, 17th & Madison Street, Northwest, Miss
Lucy Moten, principal).
2Preston, Jr., 'William Syphax", p. 469.
^Annual Report of the Colored Schools of Washington and Georgetown,
1872-1873, p. 31.
^Preston, Jr., "William Syphax", p. 470.
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The course of study included higher arithmetic, algebra, mensuration,
geometry, trigonometry, astronomy, grammar, composition, elocution,
rhetoric, English literature, United States, English, and general history,
natural philosophy, chemistry, botany, moral and mental philosophy, physi
cal geography, drawing, penmanship, and book-keeping. Mrs. Hutchins soon
resigned because of her belief that there were among the Negroes themselves
teachers thoroughly equipped to take up the work and carry it on. She
felt she could find employment elsewhere.
According to Superintendent George F. T. Cook, the objective of the
Preparatory High School was to "economize a teaching force by concentrating
under one teacher several small classes of the same grade of attainment,
located in different parts of the city,11 and "to present to the pupils of
the school incentives to higher aims in education."3
In the fall of 1871, a Miss Mary J. Patterson, 1862 graduate of
Oberlin and reputed to be the first African descendent to receive a college
education, succeeded Hutchins as principal of the high school. During Miss
Patterson's administration, which lasted for twelve years, three important
events occurred: the name Preparatory High School was dropped; in 1877,
the first high school commencement was held; and the Normal Department
I,
was added with the principal of the high school as its head.
Senate Executive Document No. 20, 4lst Cong., 3rd Sess., pp. 8, 9-10,
16.
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Richard T. Greener, the first man of African descent to graduate
from Harvard, followed Miss Patterson, who was reappointed principal one
year later and retained principaiship until 1884 when Francis Louis
Cardozo, Sr., former treasurer of South Carolina* succeeded her.
The site of the School did not remain in the basement of the Fifteenth
Street Presbyterian Church. In 1871 class work was first moved to the
Thaddeus Stevens school. The Charles Sumner School was its home from
1872 to 1877, when its operations moved to the Myrtiiia Miner School,
which stood on the corner of 17th and Church Streets, Northwest. There
it remained until 1892 when it became the M Street High School on M
Street between First Street and New Jersey Avenue, Northwest.
It was during Cardozo's administration that the commercial department
was established, 1884-85. In 1887 a business course requiring two years
of study was added. Girls were given an opportunity of taking up domestic
science and boys military drill. It was also during Cardozo's adminis
tration that the high school was moved from the Miner Building to the M
Street location. From 1877 to 1894--during Cardozo's administration—the
high school course consisted of three years' work. But in 1894 the course
was enriched and enlarged by the addition of several electives and then
the term was expanded to four years.
In I896, Dr. W. S. Montgomery, a Dartmouth graduate, was appointed
Dr. Rayford Logan, private interview held in Washington, D. C,
May 24, 1973-




principal of the M Street High School and held that position for three
years. In 1899* he was appointed supervising principal and served for
two years. In 1900, he became assistant superintendent for the Black
schools and remained in that position for seven years. In 1907 he was named
for the fourth time to supervising principal ship.
Judge Robert Terrell succeeded Dr. Montgomery in 1899. He was the
second principal of M Street High School to hold a degree from Harvard
College. While principal, Terrell devoted much of his time out of school
to preparing his boys for college. He is credited with influencing a good
number of its graduates to complete their education at Harvard. In 1902
President Theodore Roosevelt nominated Terrell for a judgeship of one of
the city courts of Washington, causing him to resign the principaiship. He
was also renominated by Presidents Taft and Wilson, being confirmed six
2
times.
Principals that followed Terrell were also as competent and progress
ive. From 1901 to 1906 Mrs. Anna J. Cooper, graduate of Oberlin, was
principal. She was succeeded by a William Sherman Jackson, 1906-1909, an
Amherst graduate. From 1909 until 1916, the principal of the school was
Edward Christopher Williams, who had a degree from Western Reserve Uni
versity.
The Discipline Record of 1905-06 shows the type of offenses for which
pupils were punished: bean shooting, cutting drill, fighting, smoking,
'ibid., p. 256.
2Robert Terrell Papers, examined at 1615 S Street, Northwest,
Washington, D. C, June 6, 1973.
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trifling in study hour, banging the piano in the armory, disorder at a
lecture, betting about books in a physics laboratory and others. A pupil
was suspended for disrespect to a teacher. Another was reduced in rank
for disorder at military drill. Talking during devotional exercises was
not tolerated. Forfeiture of recess was a form of punishment. Leaving
drill without permission was cause for a suspension of two weeks. Incor-
rigibiiity was also punished. As a result, juvenile delinquency was no
problem.
The teaching force of the school was an exceptionally strong one. In
addition to the regular body of thirty teachers there were a dozen or more
special teachers who supervised drawing, physical culture, music, cooking,
and manual training. The majority of the teachers held degrees from New
England institutions, Oberlin, Harvard, or Howard University. This accounted
for the school's notable strong academic instruction and foundation. Francis
L. Cardozo, Sr., who organized the first business department, is credited
with introducing the idea of Washington's business school, named in his
honor, Cardozo High School. Major C. Fieetwood was instrumental in the
organization of military training in the school. Hugh M. Browne, head of
the science department, organized the science laboratories and began the
work in guidance. It was during the principaiship of Mrs. Anna Cooper that
first recognition from northern colleges came in the form of scholarships
for M Street High School graduates. William Jackson introduced the individual
promotion system and stimulated interest in athletics and fostered school




The physical, chemical, and biological laboratories were large and
well equipped. An important feature of the school was the student cadet
battalion, comprised of three companies. Other activities of the school
were the high school orchestra, the Miner Literary Debating Society, the
2
High School Athletic Association and the High School Journal.
Graduates of M Street High School have excelled in many endeavors.
One of the first Black students in the District to win a scholarship to the
University of Chicago was an M Street graduate. Phi Beta Kappa keys have
been won by R. C. Bruce at Harvard, Ellis River at Yale, Clyde McDuffie
and Rayford Logan at Williams, Charles Houston and John R. Pinkett at
Amherst, Adelaide Cook at Cornell, and Herman Drear at Bowdoin. The
first Negro who ever won the distinction of being commencement orator at
Harvard College, Robert Terrell, was a graduate of M. Street School. The
first to be elected class orator at Harvard University, Clement G. Morgan,
was also a graduate of the M Street School. The recipient of the Pasteur
prize at Harvard was former graduate Roscoe Conklin Bruce.
In 1916 the M Street High School became the Paul L. Dunbar High
School, named in honor of the poet Paul Lawrence Dunbar. The ground cost
the government $60,000 and the equipment cost $550,000. There was a faculty
'ibid., p. 59.
2Hi1yer, Union League Directory, pp. 162-163.




of forty-eight teachers, many of them products of the leading colleges
and universities of the country. A total of 1,252 pupils were enrolled,
5^5 boys and 707 girls. Dunbar High School was equipped with many of
the modern facilities previously lacking in the Negro schools. Modern
equipment was available for students in most activities. An auditorium
with a seating capacity of 1,500 was equipped with provisions for showing
motion pictures* The school's library made up the second floor and had
a shelving of 4,337 volumes, while space was available for the accommodation
of 185 students. Other features of the new school included: a printing
plant, a home economics department, an armory, a greenhouse, a roof garden
and a Study Hall.2
The course of study in the Ounbar High School included all the aca
demic and business subjects taught in similar schools of accredited stand
ing, as well as "domestic'1 science, printing, physical training and mili
tary service.
The Armstrong Manual Training School was actually an outgrowth of the
business department of the first high school. In 1886 the business course
was introduced in the Old Miner School Building, at Seventeenth and Church
Streets, at that time the academic high school for Negroes. It was next
moved to the M Street High school in 1892. Because of the growth of the
academic department of the M Street school, the business department was
Terrell, "The History of the High School for Negroes in Washington11,
p. 252.
2
Hundley, The Dunbar Story, passim; Terrell, p. 253.
3Terre11, "The History of the High School for Negroes in Washington",
pp. 25^-259.
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transferred to the Garnet School Building, at Tenth and U Streets, where
it remained for two years. It was then moved to the Douglass School Building,
First and Pierce Streets, and in turn to Armstrong, to Old Mott, to Pheips,
to Dunbar, and finally to Cardozo in 1928.
When the Armstrong Manual Training School was organized and housed in
its new building on P Street in 1902, the business department had 158 pupils
of a total of 174. With virtually no technical pupils it was organized as
an experiment by Dr. Wilson Bruce Evans, another product of the public
schools of Washington, Howard, and Oberiin. This school was Evans1 chief
contribution to education in the District. He developed it from a small
school of sixteen technical students to a body of some 173 students. As
principal of this first school of the sort in the District, he endeavored
to make it serve the masses. The connection of education with life was
emphasized and desirable results followed.2 Dr. Evans was succeeded by
Garnet C. Wilkinson, principal of Dunbar for the period of 1916 to 1926,
and Arthur C. Newman, under whom practical education was further empha
sized. Carter G. Woodson served this high school as acting principal one
year near the end of World War I.
Myrtiiia Miner, a young white woman from New York, is said to be the
first person in the United States to establish a teacher preparing insti
tution for Negro women. Miner founded the Colored Girls School, which later
was named the Miner Teachers College, and at present is referred to as
'wormley, "Educators of the First Half Century of the Public Schools




District of Columbia Teachers College, in 1851 with a gift of only one
hundred dollars from a Quaker friend. In the fall of I85I Miss Miner
arrived in Washington. At this time there were about 8,000 free Negroes
in the District, of which 2,000 were of school age. On December 3, I85I,
the Colored Girls1 School was opened with six pupils in a small frame
house on 11th Street near New York Avenue. Within a month the enrollment
was fifteen pupils. The second month it increased to forty pupils. The
enrollment was limited to forty pupils because of the space.
Miner stressed teacher-training and provided lecturers on scientific
and literary subjects by leading citizens of Washington. Miner had very
high educational and cultural standards. She was instrumental in building
up the library of the school. By the end of the second year, the library
contained about five hundred volumes and the school received twelve weekly
2
and semi-weekly newspapers and twelve monthly and semi-monthly magazines.
The school was located at the intersection of 20th and N Streets and
extended north to New Hampshire Avenue and east to Nineteenth Street.
By an act of Congress in 1863 the Colored Girls School became the
Institution for the Education of Colored Youth. From I87I to 1877 the
work of the institution was conducted as the Normal Department of Howard
University. In 1872 the property purchased in 1853 for $4,000 was sold for
$40,000. For two years the school enjoyed a separate and independent
Sadie Daniel St. Clair, "Myrtiila Miner: Pioneer in Teacher Educa
tion for Negro Women," Journal of Negro History, XXXIV (January, 1949),
37-38.
2Ibid., p. 39.
3Act of March 3, 1863, United States Statutes at Large, XII, p. 796.
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existence in its own building, but in 1879 it became a part of the public
school system of the District of Columbia. It was then that it became
known as the Miner Teachers College.
Howard University was opened for classroom instruction May 1, 1867,
with four white girls as its first students. For six months prior to that
date, the plan of the school was in the process of development. From
November, 1866 to May 1, 1867* the University existed on paper only. In
November, 1866, the Missionary Society of the First Congregational Church
of Washington, 0. C, decided to establish a school for the elevation of
the freedmen who were pouring into the city by the thousands annually. At
first, this missionary society decided to open a Theological Seminary.
Later, it was decided to add a Normal Department to prepare teachers for
the elementary schools that were springing up in the city of Washington
and in the country. This meeting was attended by a Henry A. Brewster,
Benjamin Morris, Danforth B. Nichols, and Dr. Charles B. Boynton. The
departments set up and soon opened in the new University were the Normal
Department, the Preparatory Department, Model School, a Collegiate Depart
ment, a Medical Department, a Theological Department, a Law Department,
the establishment of a hospital--Freedmen's Hospital, an Agricultural
Department, Commercial Department, a Military Department and a Musical
3
Department.
*St. Clair, "Myrtilla Miner11, pp. 38-39.
Walter Dyson, Howard University: The Capstone of Negro Education, A
History, 1867-19^0 (Washington, D. C: The Graduate School of Howard
University, 19^1), p. **5.
^Logan, History of Howard University, pp. 12-107*
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By 1890, Howard University was firmly established in the Nation's
Capital, as it had become known world-wide as the "Capstone of Negro
Education" to borrow Walter Dyson phraseology. While some aspects of
Howard's future were unclear, its role as a "university for the education
of youth in the liberal arts and sciences" seemed secure, for vocational
education at Howard had lost ground. On the other hand, Howard seemed des
tined to become a university with predominantly Negro faculties and student
body. Dr. Logan, in the History of Howard University, attributes this to
the severe segregation and discrimination Blacks faced in the city of
Washington in the end of the nineteenth century--"The Nadir."^
Between the years of 1903 and 1916 not only did the university grow,
but many changes took place. Different departments were added or expanded,
years required for completion moved from three to four, different depart
ments acquired the term "school" or "college", while Ph.B. and Pd.B. degrees
were added to the list of degrees one could receive at the university.
Some departments, such as the Dental College, became day schools. An
interest in the History of the Negro--which could have been inspired by
Woodson's founding of the Association for the Study of the Life and History
of Afro-Americans—developed. Donations were made to the Library by Dr.
J. E. Moorland and Dr. Arthur Spingarn which later grew into the Moorland-
Spingarn Collection, one of the best collections of materials on Blacks.
Significant in the academic growth of the University was the establishment
in 1913 of a Conservatory of Music. Just as important as the curriculum
The above two works are highly recommended for a complete history of
"Capstone of Negro Education" from its conception to 1967, with full atten
tion on changes, additions, and activities of the University.
*Logan, History of Howard University, pp. 108-112.
changes experienced by Howard at this time, was the faculty which taught
at the University during these years. Many important Negroes, who have
made valuable contributions to society, visited or taught there, among
them being Kelly Miller, Ernest Just, Edward Parks, Alain Locke, Charles
Wesley, and Thomas Turner.
Ibid., pp. 1^2-167; passim.
CONCLUSION
The District of Columbia was a slave-holding center like the southern
states and some of the border states. As was true of other slave sections,
the total Black population of the District was composed of both slaves and
free persons of color. There were, by i860, barbers, cooks, caterers,
carpenters, professional people, cab-drivers, restaurant owners, while
others found work in other occupations.
Regulations and rules affected the free Negroes just as they did
slaves. Each free Negro had to abide by rules similar to the Black Codes
in order to limit his mobility.
However, the population of Blacks formed a self-reliant community.
Blacks formulated and organized their own churches, organizations, schools,
and clubs. Mutual-aid societies were founded to care for the sick and
bury the dead. Also, the self-reliant community had its lawyers, doctors,
dentists, preachers, government appointees, and other professional people.
However, by the 1890's and the early 1900's, the Black community had been
stripped of much of its political and economic potency.
By the mid-nineties a separate Black community had evolved. Whites
refused to recognize and respect Afro-American citizens; all the progress
of the race had been overlooked. As a result, Blacks distinguished them
selves in different social levels as members of a segregated society.
There were members of the upper class, who were very closely aligned with
the white community. Qualifications were white blood, money, family
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antinquity, education, and a close association with the values of the
whites. Nuiattoes made up the middle stratum; these were mostly govern
mental clerks. This group was similar to the upper-class in values and
aspirations.
The last group consisted of the majority of Blacks. Each of the
other groups in no way connected themselves with this group for their ways
of life generally were considered undesirable. They were unskilled and
semi-skilled laborers. However, "the masses" established and organized
institutions and organizations and associations peculiar to their needs in
life.
Though faced with discrimination and prejudice, the Black community
of Washington developed a highly accredited and respectable educational
system; a system which had its roots in slavery and grew to become one of
the most effective and respected systems for the education of children—
Black or white--in the country. Graduates of the District's school system
went on to earn Phi Beta Kappa keys in leading New England institutions,
and schools throughout the country awarded degrees to the graduates of
the M Street High School and Dunbar High School. Washington, itself, had
its own institutions of higher learning, whose history goes back to Recon
struction and prior to the Civil War. Howard University and District of
Columbia Teacher's College, formerly Miner Teacher's College, have attrac
ted many recognized scholars and researchers to the city of Washington.
Thus, Black Washingtonians from 1900-1916, though politically deprived,
economically depressed, and almost completely ignored by the dominant major
ity—white community—in terms of social structure, basic attitudes, and
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